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Abstract-Negation-free propositional logic (or first-order logic) is clearly less expressive than the 
corresponding full system with negation. However, we present two complexity results for logic without 
negation that are no different from those for the original system. First, the problem of determining 
logical implication between sentences composed solely of conjunctions and disjunctions is shown to be 
as difficult as that between arbitrary sentences. Second, we show that the problem of determining a 
minimum satisfying assignment for a propositional formula in negation-free conjunctive normal form, 
even with no more than two disjuncts per clause, is NP-complete. We also show that unless P = NP, 
no polynomial time approximation scheme can exist for this problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well-known that the problem of determining whether there exists a satisfying assignment to 
the set of literals in a propositional formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) is NP-complete [l]. 
Consequently, the problem of determining whether a set of sentences of propositional logic logi- 
cally implies another sentence is co-NP-complete. Recently, there has been a great deal of inter- 
est in determining tractable or computationally reasonable subsets of classical logic, notably in 
Artificial Intelligence. In addition, much work in database theory (particularly relational database 
theory) can be seen in this light. 
It would seem that the elimination of negation would result in a dramatically less expressive 
system, but with dramatically improved complexity properties. In many situations, this indeed 
is the case. For example, the satisfiability problem of sentences composed of conjunctions and 
disjunctions only is trivial; the corresponding problem in first-order logic with equality is decidable 
but NP-complete [2]. 
However, this is not always the case. Consider the case of a set of sentences P = (71,. . . , +yn} 
and a sentence (Y, where each sentence is composed of conjunctions and disjunctions only. In the 
next section, we show that the problem of determining whether l7 /= LY is co-NP-complete for 
propositional logic and undecidable for first-order logic. 
Second, while the problem of finding a satisfying assignment for a set of literals in a negation- 
free propositional formula is trivial, the problem of finding a minimum assignment is not. In this 
last case, for propositional formula cr, we want to determine the least n, such that {pr, . . . ,p,} is 
a consistent set of possibly-negated literals and where {pi, . . . , p,} b CL Thus, given a formula of 
propositional logic, we effectively determine a satisfying assignment without necessarily specifying 
the truth values of every literal. Hence, for example, {A} + (A V B) A (A V C), and so if A is 
assigned the value trzle, then the formula is satisfied, regardless of the values assigned to B and C. 
We show that the problem remains NP-complete, even if cx is in conjunctive normal form (CNF), 
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with at most two literals per clause and where the literals are unnegated. In fact, even designing 
approximation algorithms for this problem seems hard. These results illustrate the difference in 
degree of difficulty that may be obtained between finding a minimal solution (which in the above 
situation is straightforward) and finding a minimum solution. 
2. LOGICAL IMPLICATION 
DEFINITION 2.1. Lpc is the propositional language formed from a set of literals P = {pe, pr , . . . } 
together with connectives 1, A, and V. L& is the fragment of Lpc without negation (that is, 
with connectives A and V only). 
LFO~ is the first-order language formed from a denumerably infinite set of individual variables 
Z,Y,Z,*..t a denumerably infinite set of individual constants a, b, c, . . . , a denumerably infinite 
set of n-place predicate symbols, P, Q, R, . . . (each with fixed arity), and the symbols 1, A, V, in 
the usual fashion. C,,, is the fragment Of LFOL without negation. 
Lower case Greek letters stand for arbitrary well-formed formulae of these languages, the 
language being clear from the context. 
The first theorem of this section shows that the problem of determining whether a formula is a 
logical consequence of a finite set of formulae is co-NP-complete even if all the formulae involved 
are negation-free. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let VAL;, = {(I’, ,0) ( r C L&, fl E L& T /== p}. Then, VAL;, is co-NP- 
complete. 
The key idea in the proof of this theorem is contained in the following lemma, which is of 
independent interest. 
LEMMA 2.1. For every Q, ,0 E Cpc there are (Y- , ,& E L,, such that (Y k p if and only if 
(Y- +p-. 
PROOF. By using De Morgan’s laws and double negation, we first force all negations in Q and p 
to immediately precede a literal. Let P = {pi,. . . ,pn} be the set of literals appearing in either 
QI or p. Let {pi, . . . , pk} be a new set of literals disjoint from P, and let o’ and /Y be (1: and fl 
where every occurrence of a negated literal lpi is replaced by pi. 
We show that cx k ,L3 if and only if CX’ A I\p,EP(pi V pi) + 0’ V V,,e?(pi A pi); from this the 
lemma clearly follows. 
(+) Assume that Q’ A /J&P~ VP:> /= P’ V Vp,Ep P, ( Api). For every literal pi, if we uniformly 
substitute lpi for pi (appealing to the principle of uniform substitution) we have 
aA A (Piv-Pi) l=pv v (PiAIPi). 
PZEP P%EP 
Since APiEP(pi V-pi) is a tautology, and Vp,ep(pi Hopi) is inconsistent, we obtain Q + p. 
(-) Assume that cy k p, Let V be a truth assignment such that V(CY’ A &EP(pi v pi)) = 1. 
We must show that V(p’ V VpiEp(pi A p!,)) = 1. 
There are three cases to consider: 
1. There is a pj for which V(pj) = V(pi) = 1. Then V(pj A pi) = 1 and so V(p’ V 
vpiEp(pi “P:)) = 1. 
2. There is a pj for which V(pj) = V(p;) = 0. But then V(pj V p[i) = 0 and therefore 
V(cr’ A Apiep(pi V pi)) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
3. For every literal pj, V(pj) # V(p[i), and SO for every pj, V(Tpj) = V(p$). Then 
V(ApiEp(pi V ~2) = 1 and V(Vp,,p P, ( A pi)) = 0. Furthermore, V(a) = V(a’) and 
V(p) = V@‘), and from this the result follows. I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Clearly, VAL;, is in co-NP since the problem of finding a truth 
assignment for a finite set I’ for which p does not hold is in NP (this is essentially SAT [3]). Let 
vALpc = {(r,p) I r c L PC,P E LPC,F k P). VAL pc is co-NP-complete, so it suffices to 
show that VALpc reduces to VAL& under a many-to-one reduction. In Lemma 2.1, I&( 5 2 ( a 
ad IP’I I 2 I P, so the reduction given by this Lemma can be used. I 
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In the first-order case, we can state a similar theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let VAL;,, = {(I’,p) ( r C L,,,, p E L;,,, r k 0). Then, VAL&,, is 
undecidable. 
The result corresponding to Lemma 2.1 is the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. For every a,P E LFOL, there are CY-,~- E L,,, such that Q + p if and only if 
(Y- + p-. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that for Lemma 2.1. Assume without loss of generality that the 
only occurrences of negation in (Y and /3 precede predicate symbols. Let A be the set of predicate 
letters appearing in CE and ,O. For each predicate symbol P E d, P’ will be some not-previously- 
mentioned predicate symbol. CL’ and p’ will be rr and p where every occurrence of a negated 
atomic formula lP(t) is replaced by P’(t). It will suffice to show that 
cy k P iff (Y’ A A (V,zP(x) VP’(s)) b j3’V V (&P(z) A P’(x)). 
PEA PEA 
(c) Assume that CX’ A I\pEA (VxP(z) V P’(x)) + /3’ V VPEd(3zP(z) A P’(z)). For the substi- 
tution instance obtained by uniformly substituting -P(t) for P’(t), we have 
Q! A A (VzP(%) V -P(z)) /= fl V v (&P(z) A -P(x)). 
PEA PEA 
Consequently, ck! k p. 
(-+) Assume that cx i= p. Let M be a model such that V(cr’ A ApEd(~‘zP(x) V P’(x))) = 1. 
We show that V(p’ V V pEd(3~P(~) A P’(x))) = 1. 
There are three cases: 
1. There is an atomic formula P(t) appearing in Q or p for which V(P(t)) = V(P’(t)) = 1. 
Then V(P(t) A P’(t)) = 1, and so V@zP(z) A P’(x)) = 1. Hence, 
V /3’V v (3&‘(z) A P’(x)) 
PEA 
2. There is an atomic formula P(t) appearing in a or p for which V(P(t)) = V(P’(t)) =O. 
But then V(P(t) VP’(t)) = 0, V(VxP(x) V P’(z)) = 0, and so V(a’ A /jPEd(VzP(z) V 
P’(x))) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
3. For every atomic formula P(t) in QI or p, V(P(t)) # V(P’(t)). Hence, 
A (VzP(z) V P’(s)) 
PEA 
V (%P(z) A P’(z)) 
PEA 
Furthermore, a straightforward inductive argument yields V(a) = V(a’) and V(p) = 
V(p’). Since V(CI’) = 1, M is also a model of Q. The result follows since CE b ,O. 1 
To prove Theorem 2.2, we note that {(I’,@) ) r C LFOL, ,B E LFOL, r /= 0) is undecidable 
and therefore Lemma 2.2 yields the required reduction. 
These results differ from [4], which essentially shows that any propositional formula cx can 
be converted to a logically equivalent formula of the form QI’ or ~cz’, where a’ is negation-free. 
Furthermore, if p is a negation-free first order formula with equality, then determining k p is 
NP-complete [2]. 
3. MINIMUM SATISFIABILITY 
Throughout this section, we will be discussing both decision and search problems and, for ease 
of exposition, we will allow search problems to be in NP. We note that the decision version of 
the search problems given could be used throughout with a slight loss in clarity. 
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The problem of determining a satisfying truth assignment for a propositional formula in CNF 
is NP-complete even when clauses have no more than three literals (3SAT) [3]. If each clause 
has no more than two literals, then the problem (2SAT) is in P [5]. This suggests examining 
the time complexity of minimum satisfiability. Clearly, the problem of determining a minimum 
satisfying assignment is NP-complete for arbitrary formulae, as it is for formulae in CNF with 
three literals per clause (MINJSAT). For MINSSAT, for example, it is sufficient to note that the 
problem is no easier than SSAT, and that it is also no more difficult: it is straightforward to 
specify a non-deterministic algorithm which, for given k, determines whether there is a satisfying 
k-assignment. From this, it is a simple matter to determine the minimum k. Thus, MINSSAT is 
NP-complete. 
For MIN2SAT, it might be thought the problem is in P, but it turns out that this is not 
so. Perhaps surprisingly, the problem of determining MIN2SAT for negation-free clauses is also 
NP-complete; moreover, its demonstration proves to be straightforward. 
The problem is that of determining, for a sentence (I in CNF, a minimum consistent set of 
literals {pi, . . .,p,}suchthat{pr,... , p,} + a. However, finding the set is not so straightforward. 
THEOREM 3.1. If (k: is a conjunction of disjunctions of pairs of unnegated literals, then determin- 
ing the cardinality of the least consistent set of literals {pr, . . . , p,} such that {pr, . . . ,pn} + Q 
is NP-complete. 
PROOF. The proof is by giving a polynomial-time reduction of the vertex cover to MIN2SAT. 
Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), consider the set of clauses C where if vi E V then li is a 
literal in C, and if (vj, vk) E E then lj V 11, E C. 
If V’ is a vertex cover of size m for G, then for every (vj, ok) E E, either vj E V’ or ?& E V’. 
For the truth assignment where li is assigned trme iff Vi E V’, clearly every lj V lk E C is 
satisfied, and so the conjunction of clauses in C is satisfied. 
Also, the size of C is proportional to the size of G; the proof of the theorem then follows by 
the observation that the minimum satisfying m can be found in time proportional to (VI. I 
Since it seems hard to compute the minimum satisfying assignment, we next explore approaches 
which can be used to find an assignment which is “close” to the minimum. However, as we will 
see, none of these approaches yields an acceptable solution. 
One approach is to compute a minimal assignment instead of the minimum assignment. Given 
a propositional formula o, a set of literals {pi,. . . ,Pk} is a minimal satisfying assignment if 
{Ply... , Pk) t= Q and for every Pi, {PI,. . ,Pk}\{Pi} p a. The problem of finding a minimal 
satisfying assignment for a monotone 2SAT formula (Y is trivial: 
Let @ be the set of variables in cy. Clearly, @ t= (Y. Now, a minimal set of literals is 
found by successively deleting members from Cp until (u is no longer satisfied. 
Clearly, the above algorithm runs in polynomial time. However, it may yield a solution which 
is much bigger than the minimum. To see this, consider the formula 
ji(a VP& 
i=l 
Here, @ = {a,pl,. . . , p,} and the minimum solution is {a}. However, in the above algorithm, 
if a is deleted first, then the minimal solution will be {PI,. . . ,pn}. 
A second approach is to try to approximate MIN2SAT within a constant factor. For a mini- 
mization problem II, we say that an algorithm approximates the solution to II within a factor of 
E if C/OPT < E where C is the value computed by the algorithm and OPT is the optimal value. 
It is easy to approximate the vertex cover within a factor of 2 (find a maximal matching and 
choose both endpoints of the edges in the matching). Using the same reduction as above, this 
leads to an approximation for MIN2SAT of a factor of 2. 
More generally, we would like to design an algorithm which can approximate the solution 
within any fixed factor E. Such algorithms are called polynomial time approximation schemes 
(PTAS) [l]. Formally, a PTAS for an optimization problem II is an algorithm which takes as 
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input the input specified by II and a number C, and in polynomial time outputs a solution to II 
which is within an E factor of the optimal solution to II. 
In order to study PTAS, Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [6] defined a class of optimization 
problems which they called MAX SNP and a new reduction (an L-reduction) for this class which 
preserve PTAS (the exact definition of MAX SNP and L-reduction are not important here). They 
also found approximation problems which are complete for MAX SNP under L-reductions. Thus, 
if one of the complete problems has a PTAS, then any MAX SNP problem has a PTAS. Recently, 
Arora, Lund, Motwani and Sudan [7] h ave shown that unless P = NP, no PTAS can exist for a 
problem which is hard for MAX SNP (under L-reductions). 
As part of their paper, Papadimitriou and Yannakakis also showed that the vertex cover is 
complete for MAX SNP under L-reductions. It is easy to show that our reduction above from 
vertex cover to MINZSAT is an L-reduction and therefore, MIN2SAT is also complete for MAX 
SNP. Thus, unless P = NP, no PTAS exists for MIN2SAT. 
This last approach leads to a very natural open problem: is it possible to design an approxi- 
mation algorithm for MINZSAT which achieves a better factor than 2? 
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